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Introduction 

 

The Bank of Ireland Group welcomes the opportunity to provide its views as part of the Department of 

Finance’s public consultation on the Retail Banking Review.  

 

This review is a timely one. More than a decade has passed since the Global Financial Crisis and in that 

time the manner in which banks operate and are regulated – in Ireland, the European Union, and across 

the globe – has been radically overhauled. The evolution of consumer behaviour, and the effect of 

technology on the sector, means day to day banking has been transformed. Shareholders increasingly 

demand far greater transparency regarding how banks are meeting their targets, especially in respect of 

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) standards. At the same time, the banking sector in Ireland 

is currently experiencing a period of unprecedented change arising from the departure of two retail banks.  

 

These and other factors are reshaping banking in Ireland. The banking sector is a significant employer, 

provides financial services and credit to millions of individuals, households and businesses across 

Ireland, and invests heavily in the further economic success of the country. It is in Ireland’s national 

interest to ensure that current and future banking policy takes account of the factors that are shaping 

banking today, and which will continue to influence it into the future. A stable, viable and sustainable 

retail banking sector, underpinned by a forward-looking policy framework, is a fundamental pre-requisite 

to a well-functioning modern economy and society. 

 

The review also comes at an important time in the Bank of Ireland’s relationship with the Irish State. The 

Irish Government’s sell down of its remaining holding in the Bank of Ireland Group is anticipated to 

complete this year, returning the Group to full private ownership – the first Irish bank to do so. This is a 

positive step for Irish taxpayers, for the Irish economy, and for Bank of Ireland. While taxpayer support 

should never have been required, Bank of Ireland is very grateful for the support it received and is unique 

amongst Irish banks in having repaid the Irish taxpayer fully, which it did by 2013.  

 

The nature of competition within the retail banking sector is also changing at pace, with consumers 

shopping across the financial services landscape in Ireland using a variety of different providers for 

different products and services such as mortgages, personal loans, overdrafts, and payments services. 

However, as a general principle there should be a level playing field in the application of regulations and 

policy for participants in the retail banking sector and with other corporates. For example, Bank of Ireland 

has been subject to a number of significant remuneration restrictions that create an uneven playing field 

between the Bank and other corporates – both banking and non-banking – with whom we compete for 

talent. Remuneration policy should be aligned with the European Banking Authority guidelines which 

apply to banks across the Eurozone. Furthermore, to ensure fairness and consistency in quality of 
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services for customers all banks and non-banks providing credit and cash services should be regulated 

to the same standards.  

 

A viable Irish retail banking sector also has a major role to play helping to bridge the gap between finance 

and sustainability. The climate crisis is a critical threat, which is why Bank of Ireland is committed to doing 

all we can to support the national effort to combat climate change through our Sustainable Finance Fund 

and consumer products such as our green mortgage.  

 

Founded in 1783, Bank of Ireland has been part of the fabric of Ireland’s economic and commercial life 

for almost 240 years. We welcome the opportunity to contribute to this review of national policy, and look 

forward to engaging further in this process over the coming months. 

 

Gavin Kelly 

Retail Ireland CEO 

Bank of Ireland  
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About Bank of Ireland Group 

 

The Bank of Ireland Group (“The Group”) is a diversified Financial Services Group with an operational 

presence across Ireland, the UK, and internationally with offices in the US, Germany, France and Spain.   

 

The Group is one of Ireland’s largest financial services groups and provides a broad range of banking 

and other financial services. As of 31 December 2021, the Group provided loans and advances to 

customers of €76.3 billion (after impairment loss allowances). The Group is organised into four trading 

divisions and one support division to effectively serve our customers – Retail Ireland, Wealth & Insurance, 

Retail UK, Corporate & Markets and Group Centre. 

 

• Retail Ireland: Retail Ireland operates as one of Ireland’s main lenders with gross lending of €5.7 

billion to the Irish economy in 2021. The division serves more than 2 million personal and business 

customers across a broad range of segments and sectors, and offers customers the choice to 

engage through digital, branch and phone banking channels. The divisions also promotes 

customer financial wellbeing by delivering a full range of financial products, services and 

propositions tailored to meet their needs, manage their current finances and help them to plan for 

the future.  

 

• Wealth and Insurance: Bank of Ireland is a leading provider of life, pensions, general insurance, 

investment and savings products in the Irish market. The Group is the only bancassurer in Ireland 

operating through New Ireland and encompasses Wealth Distribution and Bank of Ireland 

Insurance Services. The Group, through New Ireland, sells a broad range of protection, 

investment and pension products to individual and corporate customers in Ireland. The Group 

also recently completed the acquisition of J&E Davy (“Davy”), Ireland’s leading provider of wealth 

management and capital markets services. 

 

• Retail UK: The Retail UK division distributes consumer products via its own brand and through 

partnerships with trusted brands, the Post Office and the Automobile Association (AA). The 

division also operates a full service retail bank in Northern Ireland as well as specific business 

lines, which include asset finance under the Northridge Finance and Marshall Leasing Limited 

brands and FX via First Rate Exchange Services. 

 

• Corporate and Markets: Bank of Ireland is Ireland’s number one Corporate Bank1 and customer 

treasury service provider incorporating the Group’s corporate banking, wholesale financial 

markets, specialised acquisition finance and large transaction property lending business across 

Ireland, UK and internationally with offices in the US, Germany, France and Spain. This division 

holds market leading positions in chosen sectors, including corporate banking, commercial real 

estate, foreign direct investment and treasury solutions. The Group’s acquisition of Davy 

enhances the combined service offering to corporate clients of both companies and provides 

further opportunities for growth. 

 
1 Based on corporate lending information sourced from (i) publicly available Annual Reports for 2018, 2019 & 2020 for all Irish banks, (ii) Bank of Ireland analysis of its banking 

relationships with the top 500 companies from the 2021 Irish Times Top 1,000 companies list and (iii) Bank of Ireland analysis of its banking relationships with companies on the 
published listing of international companies setting up operations in RoI in 2021. 
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Retail banking services sector 

 

In September 2021, our representative body, the Banking and Payments Federation Ireland (BPFI), in 

partnership with EY, published a detailed report on the future of retail banking in Ireland. Bank of Ireland 

welcomes the consideration of this report by the Department of Finance review team which has helped 

shape this public consultation.  

 

The BPFI/EY report shows that the Irish retail banking sector is at an inflection point. The traditional retail 

banking model is a rapidly changing, highly complex sector due to factors such as:  

• Rapid technological advances, 

• Swiftly changing customer preferences, 

• Increasing competition from new technology-based market entrants, 

• A necessity to reduce high fixed costs, 

• Extensive regulatory and compliance obligations, 

• High capital requirements, 

• The growing importance of funding the transition to the green economy, and, 

• A historically low interest rate environment. 

 

Much change was already underway in the sector prior to the global pandemic; however, Covid-19 has 

accelerated the pace of change.  

 

A viable retail banking sector is a prerequisite to a functioning modern economy. Much of the day-to-day 

activities and transactions of consumers and businesses would simply grind to a halt without the services 

provided by retail banks.  

 

Bank of Ireland’s ambition to be the National Champion Bank in Ireland 

 

In addition to being stable and viable, the Irish retail banking sector needs to be purpose-led and 

progressive in order to prioritise long term customer and societal value. Bank of Ireland’s purpose is to 

enable our customers, colleagues and communities to thrive: 

 

• Customers are at the heart of our business and always come first. 

• Colleagues keep our organisation working, innovating and adapting to meet our customers’ 

needs. 

• Communities are where we live and work and include other local and global groups, such as our 

shareholders, regulators, governments, and partners. 

 

Bank of Ireland’s ambition is to be the National Champion Bank in Ireland, with UK and selective 

international diversification. A National Champion is a consumer champion, a driver of economic growth 

with a strong market share and brand position and an employer of choice. As we work to deliver on this 

ambition, we continue to enhance the Bank of Ireland experience for our customers, colleagues and 

communities. 
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Bank of Ireland has achieved the number one position for Financial Wellbeing nationally. This has been 

achieved through our award-winning fraud prevention campaign, the ‘F-word’, along with a range of high 

profile consumer awareness activities in respect of fraud prevention. Over the course of last year and 

consistent with our Financial Wellbeing strategy, the Group’s Vulnerable Customer Unit also aided 

c.6,000 customers with a range of banking supports. 

 

A positive culture is highly aligned with being a strong commercially minded entity. Our long-term cultural 

embedding trends have improved with our culture index at 75%, up 21 points since 2017 and above the 

global financial services benchmark of 73%. During 2021, we launched a number of programmes aimed 

at supporting colleague wellbeing and mental health. As part of this, 1,900 colleagues received mental 

health training and over 50 ‘power down and recharge’ events were held to help colleagues perform at 

their best during the pandemic.  

 

To progress the Group’s Inclusion and Diversity ambitions, we launched dedicated female talent 

programmes and a range of initiatives to promote greater ethnic diversity. In 2021, the Group’s gender 

ratio of senior management appointments was 45% female: 55% male, improving to 49:51 by Q4 2021. 

The Group remains committed to achieving a 50:50 ratio.  

 

Bank of Ireland has also introduced a new hybrid working model to support flexible working on a 

permanent basis. This transition is underpinned by 14 remote working hubs, collaboration spaces, 

digitised meeting rooms and remote working options.  

 

Bank of Ireland is committed to supporting the communities where we live and work. Our €4 million 

philanthropy programme, the Begin Together Community Fund and the Begin Together Arts Fund, 

continues to support community-focused initiatives with 59 community and 39 arts projects awarded 

grants in 2021 with the programme continuing into 2022. In addition, the Group’s 'Money Smarts' 

programme and challenge, which promotes financial literacy, has had more than 13,220 secondary 

school students participate during 2021.  

 

In terms of sponsorships, we also continue to proudly support Irish rugby across the four provinces and 

the Emerald Warriors, Ireland’s leading LGBTQ+ rugby club. We are key supporters of the IRFU 

Charitable Trust and Rugby Players Ireland. In February 2021, we also partnered with the Football 

Association of Ireland’s community programme ‘More than a Club’ pledging our support to the grassroots 

of Irish football. 

 

Customer satisfaction 

 

Customers are always at the very heart of our business, but never more than the last two years as we’ve 

seen their expectations around product, service and banking preferences - particularly in relation to digital 

- evolve at an accelerated pace. 

  

Our Customer Effort Score (CES) measures ease of customers’ service experience across all channels 

including branches, contact centres, mobile app and the Group website. A key component of the CES is 
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the mobile app which has experienced a 14 point increase since the launch of the Bank’s new app in 

June 2020. The Group is committed to drive a further reduction in customer complaints in 2022.  

 

The Group also continues to invest in all channels to improve customer experience and service. We are 

re-designing and digitising high-priority journeys, upgrading service in our branches and contact centres, 

reallocating colleagues to customer facing roles and upgrading advisory services through colleague 

training and development.  

 

As one example, continued digitisation of and improvements in targeted customer journeys have resulted 

in a material reduction in customer complaints across personal current accounts and personal overdrafts, 

which were down 37% and 34% respectively in 2021 when compared with 2020. 

 

Competition in retail banking 

 

The traditional model where customers use one bank for all their financial services needs has changed 

– today, major disruption is underway. Consumers are shopping across the financial services landscape 

in Ireland, using a variety of different providers for different products and services such as mortgages, 

personal loans, overdrafts, and payments services. The advent of open banking, coupled with new 

technologies and heightened customer expectations, has led to products being unbundled from one 

another.  

 

This has created opportunities for specialist niche players to enter the market and compete by choosing 

to serve only certain segments of the retail banking market. Retail banks are now meeting competition 

from close to 20 providers across mortgages, personal loans, overdrafts, SME lending, and payments 

services. This contrasts with the breadth of services that the traditional retail banks deliver, and the costs 

associated with that.  

 

Competition in mortgages 

 

Bank of Ireland operates in a very competitive mortgage environment. In the last three years alone, three 

new entrants have arrived in the mortgage market and have introduced a range of product and service 

innovations.  

 

Brokers have also been growing steadily in influence in the last five years, more than doubling from 20% 

in 2017 to 43% in February of this year. Based on the Group’s experience in the UK retail banking market 

this has the potential to increase even further. 

 

The mortgage market is also growing strongly with the new entrants becoming keen competitors to Bank 

of Ireland in order to capture a greater share of a growing market. Bank of Ireland welcomes these 

competitive forces in the mortgage market. Competition is a vital important dynamic that drives us to be 

better, serve better, and innovate more. 
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Branch services 

 

Bank of Ireland is one of the largest providers of financial services in Ireland with a network of 169 

branches across the country, mobile and online banking applications and customer contact centres. In 

contrast, many new digital only entrants to the Irish market do not invest in local community branch 

services.  To support our customers further, Bank of Ireland has partnered with An Post, to enable our 

Personal and Business Current account and Demand Deposit account customers to carry out their 

everyday banking at over 900 local post offices across Ireland. Combined, Bank of Ireland customers 

now have more than 1,000 locations for their banking needs.  

 

However, rapid shifts in consumer behaviour and technology preferences is driving major changes in 

retail banking. Over the counter transactions in Irish retail bank branches have fallen by over 45% in the 

past three years and digital usage is rapidly rising – these trends are also reflected across the EU.  

 

We are responding to that change by continuing with our digital transformation, with digital fulfilment of 

our everyday products at 75% and progressing towards 80%. Digital is now our largest ‘branch’ with app-

based traffic actively driving growth, up 42% in the last year to March 2022. The skills composition within 

banks is evolving rapidly, with the banks now needing a range of skills including IT and digital skills to 

meet evolving consumer and regulatory demands. 

 

In response to question 5, operational costs are only one part of a retail banking group’s cost base and 

is not the sole consideration for product pricing. Changes to branch networks and investment in digital 

services are driven by customer usage and preferences. As outlined in Bank of Ireland Annual Reports 

there are many different costs that the Group incurs, such as the high cost of capital, negative interest 

rates, investment in digital transformation and Government levies, that are all integrated together.  

 

Furthermore, the Group’s pricing strategy is influenced by an array of factors. As outlined in the 2021 

BPFI/EY report, Irish retail banks must hold back an estimated €2.5 billion in additional capital for 

mortgages, impacting the price of products. A recent study undertaken by the BPFI “revealed that capital 

requirements for mortgages amongst Irish retail banks are three times the European average, despite 

the vast improvement in the mortgage book quality over the past five years. This is mainly due to higher 

Loss Given Default (LGD) levels used in the Risk Weighted Assets (RWA) calculations, much of which 

is influenced by low recovery rates of security for mortgages under judicial processes, and longer time to 

recover security and the associated legal costs. This impacts negatively on the pricing of products and 

services and has an adverse effect on the share valuation of retail banks, again reducing investor interest 

along with the value of the State’s shareholding.” 

 

Cash services 

 

Bank of Ireland is one of the largest providers of financial services in Ireland with a network of 169 

branches across the country, mobile and online banking applications and customer contact centres. As 

outlined previously, Bank of Ireland has partnered with An Post, to enable our Personal and Business 

Current account and Demand Deposit account customers to carry out their everyday banking at over 900 
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local post offices across Ireland. Combined, Bank of Ireland customers now have more than 1,000 

locations for their banking needs. 

 

In addition, in recent years new Independent ATM Deployer’s (IAD’s) have entered the Irish market. 

Consumers also have access to cash services through Merchant/Shop Fill ATMs in retail locations along 

with cashback facilities.  

 

The BPFI payments monitor continues to show a changing preference by consumers who are moving 

away from cash and cheques and towards digital and card payments. The Q1 2022 report highlighted 

how online and mobile banking payment volumes grew by 13.2% year on year to 34.3 million payments 

in Q1 2022. This was the second highest level recorded since BPFI began collecting this data in 2016, 

after Q4 2021. 

 

Quarterly contactless payment volumes rose by 53.6% year on year to 228.4 million or 2.5 million 

payments per day in Q1 2022. The value of contactless payments rose by 59% to more than €3.7 billion 

or €41.6 million per day. In contrast, cheque payments hit a new quarterly low at 4.5 million, which was 

about half the volume seen in Q1 2018. 

 

Bank of Ireland would also recommend that all ATM providers are regulated to the same standards to 

ensure fairness and consistency in quality of services for customers, including note quality standards for 

fitness of cash notes and fraud note detection as set by the European Central Bank. The regulation of 

ATM providers would also support the successful delivery of the European Central Bank’s Eurosystem 

Cash Strategy in Ireland.2 

 

SME credit 

 

A market assessment would lead to the conclusion that there is adequate access to and availability of 

credit from the retail banking sector to meet the funding needs of the SME sector. The bank’s approval 

rates have remained relatively static with approvals at circa 80% in the Small Business & Agri book and 

circa 90% in the Business Banking book.   

 

However, the experience of Bank of Ireland is that the demand for credit by small businesses in 2022 

while constant, has remained relatively muted. This is consistent with the most recent Department of 

Finance SME Credit Demand Survey published in Q4 2021. The muted demand for credit by small 

businesses is something that the bank believes the State should probe further as it sets policy to 

encourage the growth of the domestic enterprise sector.  

 

Bank of Ireland is an enthusiastic supporter and participant in State supported lending schemes facilitated 

by the Strategic Banking Corporation of Ireland (SBCI). The bank supports schemes such as the: 

 

• Covid Credit Guarantee Scheme (CCGS) 

• Future Growth Loan Scheme (FGLS) 

 
2 The Eurosystem cash strategy aims to ensure that cash remains widely available and accepted as both a 
means of payment and a store of value. 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/euro/cash_strategy/html/index.en.html
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• Brexit Impact Loan Scheme (BILS)  

 

These schemes highlight that there is a multiplicity of options available to SME’s outside of the bank’s 

core SME lending products, but muted credit demand has resulted in unused availability across some of 

these schemes. 

 

Bank of Ireland regularly engages with the SBCI to discuss potential new products to fill current gaps in 

the market. In addition, Bank of Ireland, in conjunction with the BPFI, is supporting and participating in 

an Access to Finance Programme through Enterprise Nation aimed at supporting businesses accessing 

finance. 

 

All credit providers should be regulated to the same standards, at least from a code of conduct 

perspective, to ensure fairness and consistency in quality of services for consumers. 

 

Current account switching and Bank of Ireland fee structure 

 

Bank of Ireland has set out a range of supports for customers moving current accounts as Ulster Bank 

and KBC prepare to leave the Irish market. At present the Bank is supporting an unprecedented level of 

account openings, opening more than double the number of current accounts this year than during the 

same period last year.  

 

To date 70% of accounts are being opened online, with the remainder being opened in branch. To support 

the increasing number of applications, the Bank has increased the number of dedicated resources 

available for account opening by 550. The additional roles will also double the Branch Mobile Support 

Squad, which visits customers at locations and times convenient to them.  

 

Fees 

 

In response to customer feedback that applying a range of individual transaction-based charges was 

complex and hard to keep track of, we reformed our pricing structure to be simple and transparent. In 

August 2020 Bank of Ireland introduced a new flat-fee subscription model for its current accounts, 

abolishing 26 individual charges and allowing for unlimited contactless payments and ATM use. It also 

means that all customers will pay the same flat fee regardless of how much they have in their account. 

As a result, there are no individual bank charges for the following: 

 

• Debit card contactless transactions 

• Debit card chip and PIN transactions 

• Debit card online transactions 

• ATM and lodgement transactions 

• Automated / self-service transactions (e.g. direct debit, standing orders) 

• Over-the-counter in branch transactions 

• Unpaid direct debits, unpaid standing orders, unpaid cheques or referral items 
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Other cost challenges – the Bank Levy 

 

Companies in Ireland can defer taxation in respect of losses carried forward. Bank of Ireland has used 

this deferred taxation treatment (Deferred Tax Assets, or DTAs) in respect of past losses.  

 

However, the use of a DTA does not mean a company will not pay corporation tax. For 2021, Bank of 

Ireland will pay approx. €56 million in Irish taxes and levies, including over €30 million in Irish corporation 

tax as a consequence of a number of companies within the Bank of Ireland Group never having had any 

losses to carry forward or having no further losses to carry forward.  

 

In 2021 and 2022 the Bank has paid c€25 million per annum by way of the Bank Levy. The Group has 

paid more than a quarter of a billion (€293 million) in bank levy charges since it was introduced in 2014. 

The Group also pays taxes on profits generated in other jurisdictions such as the UK, the US, France, 

and Spain, and therefore our total effective tax rate accounting for all our territories, and all taxes and 

levies, in 2021 was c.14%. 

 

Since the introduction of the Bank Levy the operating environment for retail banks in Ireland has 

significantly transformed with the sector facing a host of challenges, including income and cost pressures, 

significantly higher capital requirements than the EU average, fintech challengers, increased regulatory 

costs, supervisory reporting costs, ESG, digitalisation and fraud investment among others.  

 

The Bank Levy needs to be reassessed against the new environment in which retail banks in particular 

are operating, the challenges they are facing, their wider economic contribution to Irish society and the 

importance of a long term viable banking sector in Ireland.   

 

Capital Costs 

 

Banks need to anticipate and manage risks to ensure a safe and financially secure banking environment 

for their customers, shareholders, the economy, and society at large. Capital is a key ingredient 

underpinning effective risk management across the banking sector. Capital acts as a cushion against 

losses in the event of an economic shock. It enables banks to use their own resources to absorb the 

losses, continue to operate and serve their customers.  

 

Since the Global Financial Crisis, international policy has pursued higher capital requirements and new 

regulatory requirements to protect the financial system. International Basel III reforms have been 

implemented at a European level through amendments to the Capital Requirements Directive and the 

Capital Requirements Regulation. 

 

Irish banks have made significant progress in terms of capital reserves and asset quality in recent years. 

The Common Equity Tier 1 (CET 1) ratio for Irish banks, a measure of banks’ ability to remain solvent 

during a financial crisis, stood at 18.8% as of fourth quarter 2020 according to ECB data. This is above 

the European average of 15.62% and is fourth highest of the EU countries surveyed. 
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However, while capital plays a critical role in the stability of the banking system, particularly at a time of 

economic crisis, excessively high capital requirements can and do impact the costs of providing credit to 

customers. This is seen clearly in the case of the mortgage loan book, where banks in Ireland have much 

higher risk weighted asset base particularly for residential mortgages which further increases the amount 

of capital to be held against these products. 

 

There is an argument to attaching a greater weight to significant improvements in underwriting quality, 

the macroprudential robustness of the mortgage system, and the success of forbearance measures, 

when calculating capital requirements for bank mortgage books across Europe. 

 

The regulatory and supervisory system must strike the right balance in assessing the optimal amount of 

capital banks must hold to mitigate against potential losses, whilst maintaining the availability of credit in 

normal times. 

 

Staffing and remuneration 

 

A key development in 2021 was the commencement of the sell down of the State’s holding in the Bank 

of Ireland Group. This holding is now below 3%, and we expect to return to full private ownership this 

year. 

 

This is a positive step for Irish taxpayers, for the Irish economy, and for Bank of Ireland. While taxpayer 

support should never have been required, Bank of Ireland is very grateful for the support it received.  

 

Bank of Ireland is unique amongst Irish banks in being the only institution to have repaid the Irish taxpayer 

fully, which it did by 2013. Since then, through dividend payments and the ongoing sell down of the State 

shareholding, the return to the Irish State has continued to increase, amounting to c.€6.5 billion by April 

2022 versus the €4.8bn received during the financial crisis.  

 

Since receiving State support more than a decade ago, Bank of Ireland has been subject to a number of 

significant remuneration restrictions. These include a ban on employee benefits, and performance related 

pay which apply to colleagues at all levels within the Group, and a pay cap.  

 

The remuneration restrictions which apply to Bank of Ireland are not replicated in any market in which 

the Group does business. They create an uneven playing field between the Bank and other corporates 

– both banking and non-banking – with whom we compete for talent. This clear competitive disadvantage 

means that people risk at the Group has never been higher.  

 

Since the restrictions were put in place, the European Banking Authority (“EBA”) has introduced 

remuneration guidelines which apply to banks across the Eurozone, with a far greater emphasis on good 

risk management and sustainability.  

 

As the State sells down its remaining shareholding and Bank of Ireland returns fully to private ownership, 

and with the ELG Scheme expired for the Bank in 2016, the Group’s view is that the crisis-era restrictions 

should be replaced by the EBA guidelines. This would enable the Group to implement a remuneration 
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approach which allows the bank to compete on a level playing field, is aligned to European norms, and 

operates to the highest risk management and risk culture standards. 

 

In January and February 2022, Bank of Ireland commissioned Willis Towers Watson (one of the world’s 

largest executive compensation consultancies) to conduct international research and produce a report 

that compares remuneration policy to the Group’s ten main European markets. The report is appended 

to this submission.  

 

It concluded that the restrictions in Ireland go significantly beyond what is applied in the other surveyed 

European markets in terms of their degree and range of individuals affected; that Ireland is the only 

country surveyed that prohibits performance pay to all employees in specific banks within a market; and 

that Ireland is the only country surveyed that applies different rules to different banks operating in a 

market, without an explicit link between any restrictions and whether or not there is current State aid or 

support. 

 

Bank of Ireland recognises that a strong culture of accountability benefits all our stakeholders from 

customers to colleagues, shareholders, regulators and wider society. Therefore, we welcome the 

principle of new legislation to improve accountability in the financial sector by introducing a senior 

executive accountability regime. We see this as another important step in rebuilding trust in banking in 

Ireland. 

 

Regulation 

 

Covid-19 proved to be the most unprecedented test of decade-long regulatory reforms.  Financial and 

operational resilience of retail banks were tested to the core with banks continuing to contribute materially 

to supporting communities, economies and financial markets, while remaining financially safe and sound.  

 

Irish banks have also made significant investments in meeting increasing and indeed expanding 

regulatory obligations. These obligations are vast, ranging across conduct, customer interaction, GDPR, 

sustainability, payments modernisation, open banking, credit risk, financial crime and anti-money 

laundering legislation, amongst many others.  

 

It is likely that the regulatory agenda will be sustained, across an increasingly diverse range of priorities 

including the green agenda, financial crime, operational resilience, as well as traditional focus areas of 

governance, credit, capital, liquidity and broader prudential reforms through Basel IV. Juggling these 

competing priorities while striving to achieve committed cost efficiencies and operating model 

enhancements will require a fine balancing act as well as further proportionality. The size of the retail 

banking market in Ireland, versus the scale of what is required in resources from a regulatory perspective 

brings a sharp focus to the environment in which the retail banks operate and the challenges that are 

presented.   

 

Beyond 2021, the banking supervisors and policy makers will also be implementing new regulatory rules 

and requirements. These include the forthcoming finalisation of Basel III reforms, and a raft of new and 

increasingly complex regulations relating to risk management of climate change including ESG reporting. 
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As a result of these new Basel reforms we can expect further changes to rules relating to capital 

requirements, conduct risk, digitalisation, operational risk and resilience, data protection, cybersecurity, 

and financial crime. Such regulatory obligations and requirements continue to be part of the EU central 

banks’ overall ambition to have a highly safe and solid banking sector, albeit at a high operational cost 

to European banks.  

 

A key challenge for the Irish Government post Brexit will be the increased requirement to engage with 

the EU financial services policy debate across the European institutions. The EU has set out an ambitious 

and comprehensive financial services policy development agenda for the years ahead which will 

significantly influence how Irish consumers access and use financial services. The UK, which has a 

similar retail banking sector and legal system to Ireland, had committed significant expert resources to 

successfully shape and improve collective policy making in the EU. The UK’s absence post-Brexit will 

result in even greater demands placed on Irish officials engaging in EU policy making.  

 

Climate 

 

Bank of Ireland’s stakeholders – including customers, shareholders, and regulators – increasingly 

demand far greater transparency as to how environmental, social, and governance commitments are 

being met. Being clear on ESG, and showing how you are delivering what you signed up to, is now a 

commercial and societal imperative for all lenders including Bank of Ireland.  

 

The climate crisis is a critical threat. For our planet there’s no Plan B. We recognise the major role Bank 

of Ireland can play in Ireland’s response, and through products like our green mortgage we are putting 

environmental concerns – and practical responses to those concerns – into the heart of our business.  

We’re also doing more to decarbonise the Bank’s operations and reduce our own emissions. 

 

Bank of Ireland’s inaugural Responsible and Sustainable Business (RSB) Report for 2021 marks a 

significant deepening of the Bank’s disclosures on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 

matters, highlighting progress achieved so far across three core pillars and mapping out activity up to 

2024.  

 

• Over €1.8 billion in total was drawn down from Bank of Ireland’s Sustainable Finance Fund by 

the end of 2021 across mortgages, home improvement loans and business loans. The value of 

the Sustainable Finance Fund will be increased to €5 billion by 2024. 

• 35% of all mortgages provided by the bank in 2021 were green, increasing to 45% during the last 

quarter of the year and the bank launched a green mortgage product in the UK. 

• Bank of Ireland is now the largest provider of wholesale finance for electric vehicles, providing 

finance to 13 of the 15 car manufacturer franchises, supporting more Irish drivers in making the 

switch to electric vehicles. 

• Two successful green bond issuances completed in 2021 as part of the Bank’s Green Bond 

Framework, raising €1.25 billion with the capital used to finance green buildings, renewable 

energy projects and clean transportation. 

• Supporting the development of Ireland’s renewable energy sector, providing financing for the 

development of at least 750MW of renewable wind capacity across the island of Ireland.    
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Classified as Public (Green) 

• Decarbonising Bank of Ireland’s operations, reducing absolute emissions by 88% between 2011 

and 2021. The Group is planning a phased electrification of our fossil-fuel based space heating 

systems, further decarbonising our operations. 

 

 


